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The present invention relates to thermal insu 
lation material, and more particularly to fiber 
masses and to insulation formed from Such fiber 
masses into loosely felted masses such as are 
advantageous for thermal insulation and Sound 
deadening. 
The primary use of fibrous insulation is for 

thermal purposes, but it is also useful acousti 
cally. The major characteristics of the fiber 
herein described are with reference to thermal 
uses, but some of the characteristics apply to the 
assembly of fibers into mats or masses, and more 
particularly to handling and to felting the fiber 
into spaces, independently of the use. 

Heretofore, the applicant's assignee has pro 
vided a chemically-cooked vegetable fiber espe 
cially prepared for packaging into sealed slabs 
for thermal insulation of refrigerator cabinets. 
A special machine was provided for packing the 
fiber. Spafford U. S. Patent No. 2,073,655 de 
scribes the machine, its use, and to a degree, the 
fiber referred to. It is therein explained that 
the loosened fiber is dropped into a hopper to 
fail in front of a reciprocatingram. The ram 
forces it forward into a spout or nozzle of rec 
tangular cross-section. This discharges a Con 
tinuous rectangular bat which is somewhat elas 
tic. The bat is fed endwise into a receiving bag 
which is thereafter to be sealed or closed to pro 
vide an insulating slab. The bat is a loosely 
felted structure subject to compression and to a 
"spring back' after release from compression. 
A length of freshly made bat which is longer 
than the slab when not compressed, is pushed 
into the bag endwise thereof, and the bag sealed 
over it. The immediately available elasticity 
causes the bat to press endwise on the bag and 
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its other faces with a view to assuring a full bag . 
and avoiding creation of void space by settling. 
However, it has now been discovered that this 
elasticity is not permanent, and that the cuis 
tomary initial degree of felting is not sufficient 
to Saturate the capacity for felting with the re 
sult that the fiber may settle. One of the results 
which was for a long time incomprehensible, was 
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the loss of elasticity and eventual settling. This 
is now understood and the knowledge of it has 
lead to the present invention. Practice of the 
invention employs a system to evaluate the fiber, 
permitting the provision of fiber to meet desired 
objectives when used in accordance with the 
evaluation. 
The above mentioned prior use is a good ex 

ample of some requirements of bulk fiber for 
insulation and other uses. It must felt well and 
have high insulating value for a minimum of 
material. It must felt well to retain a packed 
formation. It must have elasticity and resist 
ance to compression. For a pneumatic felting 
process it must have a moderately low resistance 
to felting, or in other words, felt easily. These 
properties are vital to packing bulk fiber into a 
permanent insulating form of predetermined 
density. These qualities of the mass call for 
fibers which perse are flexible and resilient, and 
which in a mass have suitable properties to form 
a permanent and thermally efficient felted mass. 

It is to be understood that many properties of 
bulk fiber are referred to a mass of the fibers, 
rather than to individual fibers, in spite of the 
fact that the properties of the mass arise in the 
individual fibers. A mass of fibers exhibits prop 
erties which depend on all the fibers of the mass 
and also upon the manner in which the fibers 
are associated. When the density of a hetero 
geneous mass of fibers is changed, the properties 
of the mass are changed, even though the prop 
erties of individual fibers are unchanged. It foll 
lows, therefore, that any one property taken for 
consideration is not absolute. For example, the 
thernal insulation value of one batch of fiber is 
dependent upon how it is assembled and at what 
density it is assembled. 

It is also known as a result of experience in 
developing the present invention, that the prop 
erties of a fiber per se vary according to the 
kind of natural lignocellulose used, for example 
whether it be aspen or jack pine; vary with the 
treatment of the lignocellulose material before, 
during or after the defibering process, for exam 
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ple the exposure to one or more of the following 
conditions: heat, water, moisture, chemicals; 
and vary with mechanical conditions encoun 
tered in defibering. In short, every variable 
which affects the fibers per se, has an effect on 
the mass properties of the fiber. 

It is the general object of this invention to 
produce from lignocellulose as a raw material, 
a fibrous product which has properties inherent 
in the fibers per se, so combined and of Such 
value, that they may be employed in controlled 
felted aggregates to give thermally efficient insul 
lation, which is non-settling when no binder is 
used and the union in the mat is dependent 
upon the qualities of the mass as to felting and 
elasticity. 

It is an object of the present invention to 
convert lignocellulose materials into a fibrous 
product having a predetermined combination of 
desirable qualities. . . 

It is a particular object of the invention to 
regulate the fiberizing process to control the dis 
charge thereof so as to give initially a high de 
gree of the desired fiber size distribution. . 

It is an object of the invention to produce 
a low cost fibrous material suitable for efficient 
thermal insulation when placed in random ar 
rangement at a predetermined density without 
the use of binders. 

It is another object of the invention to pro 
duce fiber With a controlled resistance to felting 
forces, whereby it may be more economically as 
sembled, particularly in pneumatic processes 
where the fiber is felted from Suspension in a 
gaS. 

It is also an object to produce fiber of con 
trolled utility for any use involving felted masses 
of controlled density with or without binder. 

It is also an object of the invention to control 
the compressive properties of fiber, such as those 
later defined, and other measurable properties, 
and to vary the combinations of properties ac 
cording to intended uses. . . . . . . . . . . . 
A particular object of the invention is to con 

trol some properties of the fiber by controlling 
particle size distribution of the fiber in forming 
the fiber. 
Various other and ancillary objects and ad 

vantages of the invention will become apparent 
- from the following description and explanation 

of the invention. . . . 
. . . The invention is explained by reference to the 
accompanying drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a plot of "free-footage" and thermal 
conductivity of a series of fibers. 

Fig. 2 is a plot of “free-footage' and thermal 
conductivity of a more general relationship with 
the curve of Fig. 1 imposed upon it. 
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2,825,055 
no extraction of constituents. It is not indi 
cated that the heat and steam effect no chemi 
cal change, but the absence of liquid water and 
of active cooking chemicals, and the short time, 
mitigate against chemical changes comparable 
to chemical cooking, or even water-Softening 
steps. Use of water in a process extracts some 
material and alters others. In particular it gelat 
inizes cellulose material where frictional work 
is done on it in the presence of Water. These 
and other changes in the substance of the fiber 
greatly alter the properties exerted by a felted 
aggregate of the fibers. Therefore, one impor 
tant step in controlling properties is to mini 
mize change in substance. Suitable processes 
are to be found in British Patent No. 15,105, of 
1911, Asplund U. S. Patent No. 2,008,892, MacMill 
lan U. S. Patents No. 1,344,180, No. 1,476,032 and 
No. 1,515,062, the Banbury apparatus (see Robin 
son No. 2,142,334, referring to Serial No. 101,014, 
filed September 16, 1936), the Respats apparatus 
of Respess No. 1,976,297, the explosion processes 
of the Masonite Corporation, Laurel, Mississippi, 
and others. Noting that the Asplund machine 
must be specially operated and controlled in order 
to produce fiber within the scope of the present 
invention, it is to be understood that this is like 
wise true of other machines and processes. The 
quicker the process, the less the change. 

30 In one phase of the British patent process Wood 
chips and steam are fed to rotary grinders, such 
as stones with spaced faces, between which the 
wood is reduced to fiber. In the Asplund proc 
ess, the fiber is similarly ground, but with metal 
plates, in a heated gaseous atmosphere, such as 
of steam, above 212 F. and at a temperature 
where the wood or other lignocellulose is softened. 
The higher the temperature the softer the wood, 
and hence the process is more quickly carried out, 
and the wood more thoroughly defibered. 

In these processes the size of the fiber pro 
duced is controllable in part by the spacing or 
other controls of the grinding elements, among 
other variables. Where a wide spacing of op 
posed disks is used, as in the Asplund machine, 
the product may be rigid slivers, such as ragged 
forms resembling in size a tooth-pick or a match. 
These are referred to as “slivers' and the range 
of size may be large. As the spacing is narrowed, 
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Fig. 3 is a chart of courses which fiber may 
take from a defibering process to a finished mat, 
which courses influence the properties of the 
fiber for felt formation, and also influence the 
properties of the mat. r 

Fig. 4 is a front view of apparatus for use 
in determining the coarseness modulus of fiber. 

Fig. 5 is a side view of the apparatus of Fig. 4. 
Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are respectively cross-sections 

of Fig. 4 on the lines 6-6, 7-7, and 8-8, show 
ing the fiber-filtering means. 
The processes of reducing wood or like ligno 

cellulosic material to fiber are many and different. 
For the present invention a process is preferred 
which reduces the raw material to fiber with 
little waste as non-fibrous material, with a mini 
mum of chemical change, and with substantially 
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the slivers are reduced in number, and flexible 
fiber bundles increase and may predominate. 
Bundles are natural aggregates of ultimate fibers 
which are not completely separated. They may 
be secured together at one end, at the middle, or 
overall, or have mixed relations. Many bundles 
are found which are frayed at an end like a 
broom, presenting single or a few joined ultimate 
fibers. From two to several hundred ultimate 
fibers may constitute a 'fiber bundle' as it is 
here defined for the purposes of the present in 
vention. It is also to be understood that a sliver 
which is rigid may be fractured or bruised so that 
it is flexible to be considered herein as a bundle. 
When the spacing of the grinding elements is 

made still closer, the bundles become less, slivers 
may disappear entirely, and ultimate fibers in 
crease. As the setting may be made still closer 
to decrease bundles, there is danger of destroy 
ing some of the ultimate fibers, producing broken 
ones, called “fines' or 'shorts,' and even granular 
particles. The latter, also may be present from 
bark in the raw material or from breaking off 
non-fibrous material which lies naturally between 
fibers. - 
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The grinding process is capable of producing 

slivers, bundles, ultimate fiber, fines, and dust. 
By adjusting the machine the predominance of a 
certain type may be made to prevail. A sub 
stantially completely r fibrous product may be 
taken from the machine with many of the per 
mitted adjustments. The present invention per 
mits control of variables to produce a product 
having controlled properties in a proper com 
bination of such properties for Selected uses. 
To practice the present invention, it is first 

desirable to analyze the fiber by dividing it into 
fractions of predetermined sizes to determine a 
definitive coarseness modulus. From informa 
tion thus obtained it may be predetermined what 
adjustment of the machine will deliver a product 
within a selected range of coarseness modulus, 
the whole of which product may be most efficiently 
used as bulk fiber useful for insulation. By such 
means a bulk fiber may be obtained meeting 
predetermined specifications, m 

The information obtained from Se of one 
kind of raw material does not necessarily dictate 
the same operating practice and results for an 
other kind or another species of the same kind. 
Properties of the mass derive in part from prop 
erties of the fiber, and these vary with the source 
of raw material. Nevertheless, the general pro 
cedure for practice of the invention is the same. 
It is, therefore, not considered necessary to give 
duplicative disclosures for several materials. To 
explain generally, it is stated that suitable fibers 
derived from a Spen have a range of coarseness 
modulus from 60 to 160, while for jack pine the 
range is from 130 to 250. Nevertheless, certain 
other properties may be identical. In order to 
illustrate the invention, a discussion of the pro 
cedure is given with reference to jack pine, re 
duced to chips, and treated to the action of an 
Asplund machine in steam at a temperature of 
around 365 F. (150 lbs. gauge pressure). 
The chips, particularly of old wood, are wet 

slightly with water so that they are more moist 
than air-dry, thus to prevent burning in the ma 
chine. Green wood is sufficiently moist for use 
without adding moisture. It may be mentioned 
that control of moisture at this point is one 
variable for effecting property-value control. 
The chips in the machine are heated, ground 
and may be discharged from the machine in 
about 45 to 70 seconds, more or less. The rate 
of production is another control variable. The 
discharge may have from about 50%, to 150%, 
moisture on the dry wood basis. The material is 
preferably dried directly without immersion in 
Water. Water treatment is another control 
variable. 
A result of direct drying is the inclusion of 

fines and dust. These may be eliminated by 
taking up in water, filtering, and preserving the 
large sizes. This adds to the cost by the extra 
drying which must follow. It also removes water 
soluble material. Also under some conditions the 
drying after contact with water tends to lay 
down ends of fibers in bundles, or bundles or 
fibers cling together as agglomerate masses, and 
alter the insulation value. Therefore, for the 
tests herein reported, the material has not been 
immersed and then dried, but dried directly, 
unless otherwise specified. 
The fines and dust are undesired in bulk fiber 

for insulation, for reasons discussed later. In 
handling, for example, these escape and may fill 
the air. By adding a bonding agent to the chips 
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or other form of raw material entering the ma 
chine, the dust and fines may be anchored to large 
particles. Rubber latex or other treating agents 
may be so used, as described in my copending 
application U. S. Serial No. 334,781, filed May 13, 
1940, and Serial No. 336,577, filed May 22, 1940. 
The use of a treating agent must be considered 

as a factor changing the character of the fiber. 
It has been determined that where the same wood 
is processed to a fiber and the fractions tested, 
there is a great difference in measured properties 
Where the only processing difference is the use 
of a treating agent. The untreated and treated 
fiber may have the same coarseness modulus, yet 
be radically different in one or more measured 
properties. Various treating agents as follows 
have been used, such as rubber latex, paraffin 
Wax, asphalt, montan wax, and rosin. Also there. 
may be used fire-proofing agents, mold-preventa 
tives and other agents. Of these rubber latex 
is preferred to minimize dustiness. It gives the 
fiber other desirable properties for felting into 
insulation mats. Fire-proofing agents, nod 
preventing agents and other materials have been 
used with latex, as well as combination of ma 
terial. 

In proceeding to test the properties of the fiber 
discharged from the machine under the Specific 
Conditions above described, the machine was 
differently controlled in a series of runs, produc 
ing a relatively fine product in run No. 1, and 
a relatively coarse product in run No. 8, with 
gradation in between. The "particle size dis 
tribution" of each run was determined and ex pressed numerically on some selected but arbi 
trary standard. The one specifically referred to 
at this time results in a value reported herein 
aS COarSeneSS modulus. 

DETERMINATION of CoARSENEss MoDULUs. 
The principle employed involves a Standard 

Zed Screening of the material through a series 
of graded perforated plates, or Screens, or both, 
of successive fineness, Whereby a fraction No. 1 
of coarse material is obtained, followed by frac 
tions of successively finer material. There are 
numerous classification apparatuses available for 
Such operations using fixed procedures. . Some 
Operate wet, some dry, and some by air. The 
present results were obtained on a wet classifier 
herein referred to as the “Laurel classifier (Shop 
Order No. 4336) provided by the Machine and 
Foundry Company, Laurel, Mississippi. It pro 
vides first and second plates with drilled holes, 
and then two wire screens. 
The classification results are expressed as foll 

OWS 

- - - - - - - - 
Fraction No.- Retained by 

wr se - a saw a 6 inch drilled holes. 
-- 364 inch drilled holes. 
- 32 Inesh sereen. 

80 mesh Stree. 
P-4 (past No. 4)......III Passes 80 mesh. 

- - - - - - - - 
The Weight of each fraction is eXpressed as 

percent by Weight of the total amount tested (al 
on dry weight bases). The "coarseness modulus' 
is obtained by adding: 

4 X percent of fraction No. 1 
3X percent of fraction No. 2 
2 X percent of fraction No. 3 
1 X percent of fraction No. 4 

  



4. 
giving total of (a number) which is the coarse 
ness modulus, frequently referred to as C. M. 
This is a standard method of weighting results. 
A full description of the classifier and of its 

operation is given later in the specification. 
In Table I, the data and the corresponding 

coarseness modulus of the jack. pine fiber are 
given for said runs No. 1 to 8, for which the ma 
chine setting was recorded, and is arbitrarily 
represented herein by the “Run No.' 

- Table I 
TABULATING PERCENT BY WEIGHT AGAINST 
FRACTIONS AND CORRESPONDING PROPERTIES 

Run. No 

Fraction No.- 
1------------------ 1.0 4.4 8, 29.032.4 39.8 49.6 53.8 
2------------------ 4.2. 6.8 10.613.4 11.8 10. 8.8 7.6 

60,233,227.8 21,021.4 17.8 16, 8 
.8. 27.829,224,021.6 16.2 12.8 11.0 
420,818,815.8 13,212.2 10 10, 8 

Coarseness nodulus---131.6146,2160.2198.8228.6.249, 8273. 2292.6 
'K' value------------ 231.239,235.239.238.249.257.257 
Free footage.---------- 8.64 8, 16 8.98.958. 15 6.76 6.5 5.8 
Specific elasticity KE, 118 75 8284.5 67 53 38 24 
Absolute elasticity MEI. 373.399, 331.341 .363,478,478. 517 
Specific felting K.-- 82 65 78 29, 5, 18; 11 8 . 0 

358 .327.263 .250. 281.271 .0 Absolute felting MF--- .347. 

Table I also gives the insulation value (K- 
value) of the fiber measured at 3.8 pounds per 
cu. ft. density, which corresponds to the 'foot 
age" of 3.15 board feet per pound. This footage 
is the one chosen in the testing procedure for 
the 'specific' values KE and KF used herein. 
The given 'K' value represents heat transmis 
sion in B. t. u., per sq. ft., per i-inch of thick 
ness, per 1°F. temperature differential, per hour, 
when the test is made on a sample of 1-inch 
thickness with the fiber in direct contact with 
the hot and cold plates, and is a standard unit 
well known in the art. The table also gives 
“free-footage,' which represents an extrapolated 
hypothetical state where the fiber is unfelted 
except by the force of gravity. In plainer words, 
it represents the "fluffiness" of the fiber, and is 
mathematically expressed as a volume per unit 
weight, or board feet (12 x 12 x 1 inches) per 
pound. It is a very useful and easily measurable 
property of fiber explained more in full. herein 
after, which explanation includes reference to 
the remaining properties listed in Table I. 
A single value of coarseness modulus theoreti 

cally corresponds to a variety of combinations of 
fractions. Considered only mathematically, it is 
not a true indication of the distribution of frac 
tions. But practically, it is significant when the 
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fibers of different coarseness modulus are being 
compared, if the fibers are produced by the same 
conditions, as for example by the same machine. 
The distribution is an average result of all the 
conditions. Considered mathematically, the said 
average is the average of the probabilities. The 
same machine, or the same process tends to pre 
sent the same probabilities when the conditions 
are the same, and to vary from Sameness in a 
regular way related to changing conditions. Ac 
cordingly, the coarseness modulus is an indica 
tion of both changed conditions and changed 
result, and is a comparable value. 
The higher the coarseness modulus, the more. 

coarse the fiber mass will be. 
From wood, the mass may have slivers, bundles, 
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2,325,055 
ultimate fibers, and fines (broken fibers or par 
ticles not fibrous). It has been found that slivers 
in the mass lower the insulating efficiency. In 
creasing coarseness modulus shows an increas 
ing content of slivers, and of itself at the high 
end indicates lowered thermal efficiency for in 
sulation. 
On the other hand, ultimate fibers favor in 

sulating efficiency, and decreasing coarseness 
modulus indicates increasing content of ultimate 
fibers, and high thermal efficiency. It follows 
that 100% ultimate fibers is the Optimum to be 
desired. However, other properties and other 
considerations enter the picture. A mechanical 
defibering action cannot readily be carried out to 
produce 100% ultimate fibers. As the process is 
adjusted to eliminate slivers and bundles and 
increase ultimate fibers, some ultimate fibers are 
broken to make dust and fines. The process may 
be adjusted to produce mixtures exhibiting a 
desirable combination of fiber sizes, and the 
coarseness modulus is a simple key for production 
control. 
The matter of handling fiber masses, in baling, 

shipping, forming mats, felting, and the like, is 
related to the so-called "dustiness' of the fiber 
maSS. For the purposes of description 'dusti 
ness' or "flying dust' of a mass of fibers, is the 
Content which can leave a felted matrix of the 
fiber mass and appear as “dust' in the air. 
Ultimate fibers may constitute part of this dust. 
For Commercial purposes dustiness is undesired. 
Ultimate fibers may appear as flying dust from a 
matrix which is largely coarser fibers, which 
matrix acts like a screen with large openings pre 
determined by the general coarseness of the 
fibers. Consequently, although the presence of 
ultimate fibers in a mass of fibers generally much 
coarser, is desirable as adding to the insulating 
efficiency, it may be undesirable as creating dusti 
ness. If the matrix in general were ultimate 
fibers the screen-effect of the matrix would be 
finer and ultimate fibers would not appear as 
dust. . 

It follows, therefore, that in converting wood or 
the like to bulk, insulating fiber, without loss of 
a portion, or addition thereto to control the prop 
erties, it is very important to avoid a high per 
centage of coarse, and also to avoid a high per 
centage of fine where there is considerable of 
coarser material. The present invention permits 
the defibering of wood or the like to be controlled 
to yield a total product falling within a given 
range of particle size distribution, in order to 
Secure a high degree of practical utility commen 
Surate with a high degree of insulation effi 
ciency. 
With respect to the Asplund machine operat 

ing on lignocellulose materials, such as wood, 
the invention contemplates adjusting the ma 
chine to yield a total product falling with a range 
of coarseness modulus. Therefore, the thermal 
conductivity is not the sole criterion on which 
to base the desirability of the fiber. However, it 
is significant to check the fiber chosen for other 
desirable characteristics, 
The coarseness modulus referred to in this de 

Scription is a convenient index for particle size 
distribution. It is specific for the classification 
System employed, and that is arbitrary and in 
practice not a universally accepted standard. 
However, one system may be converted fairly ac 
Curately to another, using the known laws gov 
erning particle size distribution. Fiber masses 
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with the same coarseness modulus may vary in 
important mass properties, 
There is another property of fiber masses which 

appears to be an aggregative property, compre 
hending other properties, such as the elasticity of 
the fibers per se, and the felting characteristics 
of the fiber. Reference is made to the application 
of Anway U. S. Serial No. 313,920, filed January 
15, 1940, which discusses means and methods for 
determining the so-called "compressive prop 
erties' of fiber masses. "Free footage' is one of 
the Compressive properties and is the preferred 
term for the Said aggregative property. It is de 
fined in terms of a density-factor of a fiber mass 
at zero compression. Actually, the “free footage' 
is the reciprocal of density, and is given in units 
of board feet per pound of fiber, a board foot 
being 12 x 12 x 1 inches. The value is one ob 
tained by extrapolation by the the procedure of 
the below-quoted paragraphs. These paragraphs 
are quoted from said Anway. U. S. Serial No. 
313,920, filed January 15, 1940, and are sufficient 
herein to give the full procedure for determining 
the compressive properties, including free-foot 
age. 

"PRACTICAL PROCEDURE 
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"Place 158 grams of loosened fiber in a cyl 
inder of 8-inches diameter and 22 grams of the 
same loosened fiber in a 3-inch diameter cylinder 
presenting the same character of interior surface. 
Place the cylinder on a platform scale adjusted 
to read zero (or else the weight of the fiber, the 
difference being negligible). With a flat plate 
compress the large Column of fiber at the rate of 
inch in 32.4 seconds until it is 2 inches high 

(a reciprocal density of 2 board-feet per pound). 
Record the pressure on the scale as reading P 
pounds, and the corresponding height of the col 
unn, at approximately each half-inch of ad 
vance, or a sufficient number of observations to 
locate a mean straight line. Record the final 
pressure Q at Column height of 2 inches. Upon 
attaining said last mentioned height, immediately 
remove the plate to release the column. Meas 
ure the height (board-feet per pound) attained 
by the column after such spring-back, and re 
Cord as Hinches (or board-feet per pound). 
"Then substitute the smaller cylinder, and Com 

press at the same rate until the column height is 
2 inches (board-feet per pound), and record the 
pressure as R pounds. 
"The following data are thus obtained: 

Table IV 

Board-feet per Footage on 8-inch 3-inch pound or fe" E. 8-inch column i, 

H----------------- R. ------------------- Q--------------- 
(The series)---------------------------- (The series P)--- 

'Select semi-log graph paper having a log Scale 
vertically beginning at log of 1, (which is Zero), 
and mark equal divisions of 'footage' units hori 
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ZOntally. On the chart, plot the series of ob- . 
servations using PX 2.86 and the point: 2 footage 
and QX2.86. Draw a mean straight line through 
these points. Where the line cuts the bottom 
of the chart (at ), designate the point and the 
reading as "free footage." Label the straight line 
"C-line,' or 'compression line.' . 
“From footage H. On the C-line draw a hori 

zontal line to a point of intersection with the line 
for footage 2. Draw a straight line from this 
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point to the 'free-footage' and label the line "Cs 
line,' or 'spring-back line.' Draw a vertical line 
at H footage and label 'sprung-back footage. On 
the latter line, subtract the ordinate values of 
the intercepts with the C-line and Cs-line, and 
record the difference. Mark this difference on the 
log scale as a point on the H-footage line, draw a 
straight line from the point to the "free footage' 
point, and label "Ke-line.' Take any two points 
On the K-line. Subtract the Ordinate values 
(the log units, not the pounds) and divide the 
difference by the difference of the free-footage 
values. Neglect the minus sign and record the 
value as ME or the 'Absolute easticity.' Draw a 
vertical line through 3.15 footage and mark "spe 
cific footage.' At the intercept of the KE-line 
and the specific-footage line, record the force 
Value as the 'specific elasticity.' . 
"Using the formula (wherein for the large cyl 

inder y=friction at 2 board-feet) 

2=2.86 (4.269R-6Q) 

solve for y. Using the formula (wherein K=co 
eficient of friction) 

8.538R-1.20 
3.29-8.538R 

solve for the value K. 
"On the vertical line for footage of 2, plot the 

value of g, and draw a straight line to the free 
footage, marking the line 'friction line.' On the 
friction line at H-footage record the force value 
as a deduction' value. On the C-line at H-foot 
age read the force value, subtract from it the 
said deduction value, and record the difference 
as "felting at 2 board-feet.' Plot this felting 
value on the vertical line for 2 board-feet, connect 
the point by a straight line with the free-footage 
point, and label the line "KF-line' or "felting line.' 
Determine the slope of the KF-line by dividing 
the difference in ordinate values (the log units, 
not the pounds) of two selected points in it by 
the difference in footage values of said two points, 
and label the figure so obtained with or without 
the minus sign as "absolute felting' or "MF.' At 
the specific-footage on the KF-line record the 
force value as 'specific felting.' Thus the values 
determined are compressive properties, listed in 

Ks 

Table V. 
Table V 

Specific values (at 3.15 Absolute values footage) 

Free footage--------------------------- 
Absolute elasticity(MA)--------------- Specific elasticity (KE). 
Absolute felting (M-)------------------ Specific felting (KF). 
Coefficient of friction (K).-------------- 

On the lines: C-line, Cs-line by projecting hori 
Zontally to the C-line, K-line, friction line, Kr 
line, may be read for any selected footage the 
following values, respectively: pounds per sq. ft. 
in compressing, the spring-back height obtain 
able at any time on releasing during the com. 
pression, pounds per sq. ft. exerted by elasticity 
at any point in the compression, pounds per sq. ft. 
used in overcoming friction while compressing, 
and pounds per sq. ft. used in producing felting 
at any point in the compression.' 

Impact resistance" is another important prop 
erty related to the compressive properties. It 
may be determined as described in Anway U. S. 



6 
Serial No. 313,919, filed January 15, 1940. Briefly, 
explained, a vertically axial container, carrying 
a column of fiber to be tested is dropped repeat 
edly to give an impact of 1 foot-pound on the 
column. The fiber thus acquires a constant 
density or volume. The density, expressed as its 
reciprocal in board feet per pound of fiber at 1 
foot-pound impact is the impact resistance 
adopted for comparisons of fiber. 
The impact resistance in foot-pounds is but 

another manifestation of elasticity of a felted 
fiber mass. Whereas the specific elasticity is 
measured at 3.15 board feet per pound, the in 
pact resistance is related to that density when 
expanded which just resists Settling at 1 foot 
pound impact. A mathematical relation between 
specific elasticity and "impact resistance" is more 
complicated than saying they are the same thing, 
recognizing, however, that they arise from the 
same characteristics of the fiber. It has been 
determined that where a mass is self-felted for 
insulation mats to a density at least equal to the 
tested “impact resistance' as defined, the mat is 
sufficiently non-settling for use in refrigerators 
and like places where substantial shock in daily 
use, as in closing a refrigerator door, is encoun 
tered. 
Hundreds of determinations of the properties 

of fiber. by the above compressive and impact 
procedures evidence their real values in evaluat 
ing fibers. Hundreds of determinations of coarse 
ness modulus for the evaluated fibers show its 

5 
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latex, is a treating agent described in my co 
pending application, U. S. Serial No. 336,577, 
filed May 22, 1940, as a particularly valuable one 
to minimize dust in bulk fiber, and to improve 
the properties for certain insulation applications. 
Bituminous substances, such as petroleum 
asphalt, is another type of treating agent, de 
scribed in my copending application, U. S. Serial 
No. 334,761, filed May 13, 1940. These agents 
weight the fibers, and two masses which are re 
spectively treated and untreated, may have the 
same coarseness modulus, but different free 
footage values. 

Plotting the values given in Table I of 
free footage and coarseness modulus, or the 
“k-values' and coarseness modulus, gives cor 
relations less perfect than that obtained by 
plotting “k-value' against free-footage. This is 
in agreement with much other experience, 
namely that free-footage correlates "k-values' 
very well for miscellaneous varieties of fibers, as 
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reliability for control of fiber, especially in pro 
ducing it, to give the desired evaluations. These 
evaluations permit the setting of limits for the 
coarseness modulus for the present invention. 
A fiber mass may be characterized in part by 

its coarseness modulus, which gives very definite 
information about the physical size of the com 
ponents of the mass. It is a property which can 
be readily measured, and which is not altered 
except by some destructive action changing the 
sizes of particles. 
within the fibers per se. 

Free-footage, on the other hand, is not such an 
independent single property. It is determined in 
part by intrinsic qualities of individual fibers, and 
also in part by the coarseness modulus. How 
ever, it eliminates the state of aggregation. Free 
footage must be determined on fibers in a mass 
which is substantially unfelted. A mass of fibers 
which has been felted must be unfelted to deter 
mine its free-footage, and both acts may be so 
severe as to break fibers, thus changing both the 
coarseness modulus and the free footage. There 
fore, in unfelting fibers to determine free-foot 
age, care should be exercised not to break fibers. 
For a given kind of fiber having the same 

general history but differing in coarseness 
modulus, there is a general correlation between 
coarseness modulus and free-footage. However, 
for different types of fiber, the same correlation 
does not hold. Accordingly, for fibers of the 
Same type, comparisons may be made by refer 
ence to coarseness modulus. For fibers varying 
in type, comparisons may be made by reference 
to free-footage or to both free-footage and 
coarseness modulus. For example, it has been 
found that the thermal conductivity of many 
fibers, untreated, and treated, fractions, and 
mixtures of fractions, are correlatable with free 
footage. 
When lignocellulose is defibered in an Asplund 

machine, treating agents may be added as Set 
forth in Asplund No. 2,047,170. Rubber, such as 

It is independent of changes 
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shown in the said Anway application U. S. Serial 
No. 313,920, filed January 15, 1940. 

In Fig. 1 hereof, the series of Table I is plotted 
with 'k-value' of interfelted fiber mats lacking 
adhesive on the vertical axis 0, and free-footage 
on the axis ( , giving the straight line correla 
tion f2. This is in agreement with Fig. 2 hereof 
which is Fig. 17, of Anway application U. S. 
Serial No. 313,920, filed January 15, 1940. 

Fig. 2 has thermal conductivity (measured at 
3.8 pounds per cu. ft.) of numerous interfelted 
mats of fiber lacking adhesive, on the axis 3, 
and free footage of the same fiber on the axis 4. 
The band area (5 defined by the straight lines 
6 and T was produced by plotting on this 
graph 48 samples of wood fiber having irregular 
variations in particle size distribution, with and 
without treating agents, and drawing lines 
bounding the average area determined by the 
specific plots. 75% of the points plotted lie 
within the band. 
The values of line 2 in Fig. 1 have been trans 

ferred to Fig. 2 as line 8 thereon, in COn 
firmation of the fact that the specific runs of 
the Table I, fall within a more general relation 
covering greatly different conditions. Neither the 
band of Fig. 2, nor the line 2 of Fig. 1 are given 
herein as a criterion for other fibers, but Only in 
illustrations of the general tendencies of the 
relationships, and of the value of the control 
and evaluation procedures. 
With respect to the value of free-footage, it 

is to be understood that it is a value dependent 
on the fibers being completely free and unfelted 
by an applied force of compression. If the fibers 
are felted by compression, or by immersion in 
water, filtering and drying, the so-called free 
footage determined on such partially felted 
fibers is not the true free-footage. Thus, for 
example, dry unfelted fiber which is balled, then 
broken, must be completely loosened from the 
felted relation produced by balling, before the 
true free-footage may be determined. This may 
be done for test purposes by Suction apparatus, 
or adequate picking means, so used as not to in 
troduce felting, and to avoid breaking fibers. 
One of the characteristics of the Asplund ma 

chine is, that it discharges moist fiber in a loose 
substantially unfelted condition, which may be 
easily and directly dried. In fact the steam 
pressure at discharge from the machine may be 
used to convey the fiber in a conduit to a con 
veyer belt of a drier, without thereby subjecting 
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it to a felting compression which destroys its 
substantially unfelted form in which the free 
footage may be immediately determined. Avoid 
ance of wetting the fiber to the point of matting, 
and avoidance of suspending it in Water, are 
both economically important where a free 
footage value is sought, for two major reasons. 
The wetting produces clotting, which requires 
unfelting, with possible injury or breaking of the 
fiber. Immersion in water and filtering, in ad 
dition to the above, dissolves Solid matter from 
the fiber with economic loss. It has other ef 
fects which change the physical properties of 
the fiber, such as the felting and elastic char 
acteristics, thermal conductivity and free 
footage. Thus, it may be resorted to where a 
desirable change may be effected. 

However, where controlled coarseness modulus 
is sought, the clotting of the fiber by water is 
not a serious interfering matter. The clots may 
be unfelted in water in which the fiber may be 
present for determining the coarseness modulus 
as later described. Accordingly, when fibers' are 
to be characterized by coarsenes modulus, the 
fiber, as discharged from an Asplund machine 
or the like, may be wet and clotted, or merely 
moist, and either form may be dried directly, 
or further wetted or suspended in water, re 
covered and dried. 
Where the fiber is to be characterized by free 

footage, it is preferred that the fiber be formed 
in the absence of suspending or clotting Water, 
and that it be dried directly from its original 
condition. These make unnecessary any effort 
to un-felt it for the purpose of evaluation. Such 
preferred procedure preserves all the solid sub 
stance of the vegetable matter from which it is 
derived. 
Not all the fiber masses made by direct drying 

or otherwise as herein referred to, are efficient 
for insulation purposes. A large amount of 
slivers gives high coarseness modulus, lower 
free-footage, and poorer insulation efficiency. 
To avoid too much of the fines and dust, the 
product must be made with a permissible 
coarsenes, and a small amount of slivers may be 
tolerated. 
fresh directly dried fiber has a free-footage in 
excess of 6.0, it is satisfactorily efficient for han 
dling, baling, loosening, and packing into in 
sulating spaces, with the proviso that where 
natural felting without adhesive is used, it has 
also other required properties. It is likewise 
satisfactory for building up flexible blankets, 
with adhesive or without it. Where a water 
adhesive is used, the fiber need not be dried, 
except to determine free-footage. The moist 
fiber may be directly conveyed to forming ma 
chines where it is built up in the presence of 
adhesive to provide a mat. Where adhesive is 
used as a binder for the fibers in the mat, cer 
tain qualities may be neglected. 
For the purposes merely of insulation the fibers 

may be made without slivers with lower coarse 
ness modulus. However, fines and broken fibers ( 
tend to increase, giving dustiness, and also low 
ered insulation value. Practically, therefore 
there is a range for coarseness modulus 
wherein the fibers as a whole product of ligno 
cellulose, are valuable as bulk fiber for in 
sulation. The various kinds of lignocellulose 
may have individual ranges within the broader 
general range. Aspen is typical of the short 
fibered woods, and jack pine is typical of the 
long-fibered woods. Therefore, the range for 

It has been found that when the 

O 

7 
aspen more or less lies at One end of the general 
range, while the range for jack pine lies at the 
Other end. From experience with many samples 
of fiber made in the Asplund machine, a coarse 
ness modulus from 60 to 250 is the general range 
which is practically useful and efficient. Aspen 
has the range 60 to 160, while Jack pine has the 
range from 130 to 250. 
The free-footage value determined after direct 

drying runs generally from 7 to 12, but Sometimes 
higher and lower values are encountered. This 
includes fiber with and without chemical treat 
ment. 
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The process is preferably carried out in the 
Asplund machine by introducing moist or slight 
ly wetted wood chips into a chamber within 
which is a steam pressure of 150 pounds per sq. 
inch, or a temperature of 365 F. This is not a 
Critical pressure, nor is the steam temperature 
an indication of the actual temperature of the 
Wood While being reduced to fiber. The .in 
portant points in the process, are the absence 
of water to suspend the fibers, the action of heat 
in softening the Wood, and the quick action. 
The free-footage of the resulting fiber is de 
pendent upon the setting and operation of the 
machine, in a complex relationship, which can 
be best determined by empirical tests, comparing 
results to operating conditions. The series in 
Table I is representative of changes in the prod 
uct resulting from adjustment of grinding ele 
ments. In many months of controlling Asplund 
machines, the coarseness modulus has been used 
to regulate the machine to control the product. 
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At the same time the compressive properties (in 
cluding free-footage) and the impact resistance 
test have been used to evaluate the fibers. 
With guiding experience, a selected range of 

coarseness modulus practically assures that the 
fiber falls within the useful range of desired 
properties, and the evaluation tests point out 
what the specific properties actually are. In 
several hundreds of determinations, the coarse 
neSS modulus has thus been shown to be a reli 
able index to the suitability of the fiber for ther 
mal insulation and the handling thereof to pro 
duce it. 
Although the foregoing has referred to raw 

Wood as the Original material, this is largely be 
cause of more experience with it. In practice it 
is an economic raw material. However, the same 
process has been applied to chips which have 
been Softened by chemical cooking and washed. 
It has been practiced on chips fed to the Asplund 
machine with cooking chemicals in solution, such 
as caustic soda, monosodium sulfite and others. 
It has been operated upon mixtures of raw chips 
and cooked chips, and mixtures of raw chips and 
both wet and dried pulp-mill screenings, from 
both sulfite, soda, kraft sulfate and monosulfite 
cooking processes. Accordingly, the term “ligno 
cellulose' as used herein, contemplates such mix 
tures and modified forms. 
Where the fiber is to be dry-felted, using the 

inherent felting qualities of the mass of fiber, 
the felting and elasticity properties, as deter 
mined by the compressive procedure, are very 
important controls. These are related to the 
formation of efficient mats which do not settle 
and which may exhibit an elasticity in the mat. 
But where the fiber in the mat is bound with an 
adhesive, the mat is more stabilized against set 
tling, and the felting and elastic properties are 
not essential controls. The free-footage how 
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ever, considered as a measure of the fluffliness of 
the fiber is an important control. Also the 
coarseness modulus remains as an important 
control. These properties, as controls, may be 
better explained by reference to hypothetical 
cases. First, consider that rigid fiber-like ma 
terial such as wire or extruded plastics, with 
smooth side walls, like little rods, are assembled 
in a mass which will give a coarseneSS modulus. 
These will exhibit little fluffiness and will pack 
like nails in a barrel. Then consider the Same 
sizes of material which is like the wood fiber here 
described with frayed ends, as in bundles, with 
elasticity, with flexibility and with bent, curved 
or other non-linear particle forms. These will 
pack with greater volume than the rod-like 
forms. This difference is indicated by the free 
footage value. 

Examination of the "compression-line' of the 
above described compression test procedure, will 
show clearly that the free-footage value is not de 
pendent upon the action of the fiber under com 
pression (even though it is so determined), as 
are the elastic and felting properties. It follows, 
therefore that the elimination of the character 
istics of felting and elasticity from the broader 
definition of the fiber of the present invention is 
justified by experience, by hypothetical consid 
erations, and by a test procedure and the mathe 
matical analysis of the results of Such procedure. 

For the working of bulk fiber to produce Self 
felted (without binder) insulation mats of the 
desired character, individual properties of the 
fiber mass have significarce. The specific felt 
ing value KF must not be too high, or a Well 
felted self-supporting mat, as in a refrigerator 
cabinet, cannot be obtained. On the other hand, 
the specific elasticity value KE cannot be too low, 
or a felt resistant to settling cannot be obtained. 
The desired thermal effect or K-value imposes an 
upper limit on C. M. Settling imposes a lower 
limit on KE, which in turn imposes an upper limit 
on C. M. Ease of felting imposes an upper limit 
on KF, which in turn imposes a lower limit on 
C. M. Adequacy of felting imposes a lower limit 
to KF, which in turn imposes an upper limit 
on C. M. 
As a result, the suitable self-felting fiber may 

be characterized as having a range for COarSeneSS 
modulus, a range for specific felting, a minimum 
limit for free-footage, and a minimum limit for 
specific elasticity. Collateral and subsidiary prop 
erties may be added, which flow from those speci 
fied. Thus, for example, the absolute elasticity 
may have a lower limit. A self-felting fiber mass 
within the present invention must therefore 
have: 

Coarseness modulus---------------- 60 to 250 
Free-footage----------------------- 6 or more 
Specific felting KF------------------ 20 to 80 
Specific elasticity KE--------------- 50 or more 

Additionally, for efficient insulation a felt which 
is resistant to settling, and which has a density 
of 3.15 board feet per pound, must have a K-value 
not over .25. The numerous limits above relate 
to the working qualities of the fiber to produce a 
mat of such K-value. Where the term "resist 
ant to settling' is herein employed, it means with 
respect to repeated impacts of not more than one 
foot-pound. 
As explained these are interrelated and de 

pendent properties, no one of which predeter 
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be operated in an ordinary manner at one time to 
produce fibers within the above, and at another 
time to produce fibers outside the above. Treat 
ments of such filbers may change properties with 
in the above to properties outside the above, and 
Vice versa. 
Many conditions not referred to above affect 

the results. For example, Table I was the result 
of operating one size of Asplund machine. A 
different size of such machine gives a different 
distribution of the C. M. determinant fractions, 
and hence different properties. Thus fibers from 
said two machines, having the same C. M. may 

Table I shows 
Jack pine fiber made on a machine of size differ 
ent from the machine used to make the fibers of 
Table I. 

Table II 

Sample S-218 

28 24 27 23 26 

C. M. fraction No.- 
------------------------------- 2.4 5.0 6.0 0,0 14.4 

2.-- 28, 4 15.6 24, 8 18.8 20, 4 
8.2 31,224.8 24.8 25, 4 
.2 31.0 27.0 30, 2 23.2 
.8 17.2 17.0 5.7 16.6 

Coarseness modulus---------------- 9 160 175 176 193 
Free footage------- ... 10.2 9.2 9.5 9, 7 8.9 
Specific elasticity KE- 47 115 ' .45 90 10 
Absolute elasticity ME . 31. .34.34 .31 .34 

. Specific felting KF----- 62 33 43 40 27 
Absolute felting MF-----------...---- .26 .25 .26 .24 .24 
"K'-value------------------------- .227 ------ .220 .232 ...-- 
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In the above table, sample S-218-28 is only a 
fairly satisfactory self-felting bulk fiber, since its 
KF value is toward the top of the range. It is 
more resistant to felting forces. Even though its 
C. M. is within the range for jack pine, it is near 
the low end and this indicates a danger that the 
fiber may not evaluate as satisfactory. It may 
be observed that as the C. M. goes up, the KF goes 
down. However, such fiber is more satisfactory 
for making adhesively bound felted mats, where 
Self-felting is not so important. 

In Table I, an examination of the fibers in the 
light of the limitations placed on them by the 
present invention for self-felting purposes, indi 
cates that only runs Nos. 2, 3 and 4 provided the 
proper fiber. The KF values of the others are 
outside the range 20 to 80. Run No. 8 is also not 
a suitable self-felting fiber because of low free 
footage, and runs No. 7 and 8 are also out on 
account of low KE, Run No. 1 is out on account 
of high KF. It is to be noted that although ex 
cluded run No. 1 of Table I has a K-value below 
.25, the fiber does not produce the physical prop 
erties for the most desirable mat. 
Run No. 4 of Table I is comparable to S-218-26 

of Table II on coarseness modulus, and shows a 
Wide variation in KE. Conditions within the 
different sizes of machines and their operations, 
are thus reflected in difference in properties for 
fiber of substantially the same C. M. 

However, for fiber to be bound adhesively into 
an insulating mat, only the coarseness modulus 
and free-footage are essential determinants, and 
on this basis in Table I, the fiber of runs Nos. 1 to 
6 are Suitable. Runs Nos. 7 and 8 are excluded 
as having a C. M. Over 250, and run No. 8 is exclud 
ed as having a free-footage below 6. It will be ob 
served that these are also less efficient insulators, 
than runs NoS. 1 to 6. 
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The following table gives a number of fiber. 

evaluations, and indicates treatments. 

9 
covery is exemplified at 38 by the term “filter.” 
The recovered fiber "may be dried in any form at 

Table III (rough jack pine) 

. . . . . . Treatment . . . 
None Rubber solids Chens 

(1% on fiber) Asphalt ical 

Item 1 Item 2 | Item 3 Item 4 Item 5. Item 6 Item 7 ten 8 Item 9 tead 

Item “in” or "out" on properties shown, S a self 
elting fiber------------------------------------------ Ks 

Item or Out' for adhesive mats.---------------- "...In 

- K c. a C. M. 

{:} In In C. M 
In Table III, the item 10 is chemically treated 2039, then fluffed at 40. The dry fluffed fiber may 

be dry felted at 4 with or without adhesive, or 
Wet felted at 42 with or without adhesive and 

fiberidentified as sample S-218-11. - 
The invention contemplates the production of 

fiber, with control of particle size distribution, 
and subsequent treatment and use of the result 
ing fiber for the ultimate purpose of providing 
loosely felted masses having insulation efficiency, 
wherein properties of the fiber to form the felts, 
and properties of the felt are predetermined by 
the coarseness modulus and other properties. . . 

Fig. 3 shows diagrammatically the relation. of 
the original fiber to the subsequent uses. ... Gen 
erally, and practically the fiber may be provided 
in dry or moist bulk, dry compacts such as bales 
and dry laps, and moist compacts, such as bales. 

35 and wet lap. These are forms of convenience 
from which ultimate felts may be made. Bulk 
fiber, either dry or moist may be assembled to 
form ultimate mats or other masses at controlled 
densities. Compacts, moist or dry, may be fluffed 
or disintegrated, to reproduce a bulk form. 

Dry bulk fiber may be assembled into a self 
felted insulating body by mechanical packing, 
pneumatic conveyance and deposition from air 
currents as described in Heritage U. S. Serial No. 
294,212, filed September 9, 1939, or other meth 
ods. 
Wet felting comprises assembling wet or moist 

fibers with or without adhesive, to form mats. 
Felting from water suspension may be done un 
der conditions to avoid forming dense mats. The 
foaming process of Byrant U. S. No. 1,821,856 is 
one such method. 

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing the courses fibers 
may take in the formation ultimately of loosely 
felted bodies, such as insulation mats. The 
block 20 represents a process of producing fiber 
of coarseness modulus desired. Lines 2, 22, and 
23, indicate respectively the paths to direct felt 
ing, direct drying, and addition of water. Along 
path 2 f, there are represented felting 24 with or 
without adhesive while moist from the grinding, 
and drying 25. 
Along path 22, the fiber may be baled at 26 di 

rectly from the grinding, followed by fluffing 2, 
then felting moist at 28 and drying 29. Also the 
fluffed fiber 27 may be first dried at 30 and dry 
felted at 3 with or without adhesive. . 
On line 22 (direct drying) the dried fiber 23 

may be felted at 32 with or without adhesive, or 
be baled dry at 33. After such balling it may be 
fluffed at 34, and then either dry felted at 35 
with or without adhesive, or moist felted at 36 
with or without adhesive, and dried at 3. 
On path 23, water may be added, or the fibers 

suspended in water, in which case a fiber re 
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dried at 43. Instead of drying the recovered fiber 
from filtration 38, it may in the so-called 'filter 
ing' be obtained as a wet-lap, like paper pulp, as 
at 44. This may be dried at 45, or fluffed wet as 
at 46, or dried at 45 and rewetted and fluffed wet 
(46). The dry lap 45 may be dry fluffed at 47, 
and dry felted at 48 with or without adhesive, 
Or Wet felted at 49 and dried at 50. The wet 
fluffed fiber 46 may be wet felted at 5 with or 
Without adhesive and dried at 52, or the wet fluff 
46 may be dried at 53 and dry-felted at 54 with. 
Or without adhesive. 

It is to be understood that various treating. 
agents or other fibers may be added, and that any 
method of felting is permitted. 
The series of Table I represents fibers not 

treated. A treatment of the fibers as by sizing 
or impregnating, may not change the coarseness 
modulus, but it may so alter the fibers that other 
measurable and important properties change. 
Table IV shows examples of green jack pine 
fiber untreated and treated with rubber latex to 
reduce the dustiness of it, and to improve its 
qualities for pneumatic felting, or with other ma 
terials. This illustrates fibers of the same 
coarseness modulus, but of different evaluation. 

Table IV 

Sample.--------------------------------- 202-4. 202-46 
Treatment-------------------.---------- .9% latex solids None . 
Coarseness modul 198 198 

9.2 S 
333 327 
OO 13 

257 286 
3. 49 

. Dust percent..............I.I.I.I. 2. 

From many determinations it has been ascer 
tained that for insulating self-felted fibrous 
bodies the fibers used should have properties 
within the following limits. 

Property Mi Mai 
Free-footage------------------------- 6.0 
Specific felting Kr---------- 20 No. 
Specific elasticity. K------- 50 None 
oarseness modulus-----------------.......... 60 250 

For adhesively bound mats, the elastic and 
Eig qualities need not meet the above limita 
OS 

Given fibers within these limits the K-value 
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will be satisfactory, the mechanical working 
properties will be satisfactory for One or more 
methods, and the stability of the insulating nat 
particularly against settling when the mat lacks 
adhesive, will be assured, if it is formed in ac 
cordance with the evaluation of the fiber. The 
formation must observe the impact resistance in 
order to employ a non-settling density, which will 
vary according to the conditions to which the 
mat will be subjected. A density between 3 and 
4 pounds per cu. ft. is usual for these dry felted 
unbound fibers. r - 

It is generally known with respect to fibrous 
insulating mats that as the density increases or 
decreases from some particular density, the K 
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In addition, above each piston head there are 

two short nozzles O2 for water-jets. These are 

s 
at an angle from the vertical of 45 and offset 
4 inch from a diametrical line. The nozzles 
directly above each piston head have as inch 
diameter openings. In addition there is an extra 
set of nozzles 03 top-most to lie above the top 
piston and their openings are is inch in diam 
eter. Water pressure of 25 to 30 pounds at gauge 

O 82 forces jets through the nozzles to give a rotary 
swirl to fibers on the perforated plates or screens. 
The top-plate 98 operates at a level of 8%. 

to 11% inches from the top rim of cylinder 67; 
and the two lower perforated members are re 

15. value rises. For the fiber of the present invens 
tion when used in self-felted mats, it has been found that as a general rule the K-value is not 
above 25, when the density of the mat is within 
the range from 2 to 6 pounds per cu. ft. Where 

...the C.M. is from 100 to 250, the said density may 20 

spectively 6 and 12 inches below plate 98. 
In operation to determine coarseness modulus, 

the cylinder is filled by operating valve 84, until 
the water-level is 1 inch from the top. Then the 
motor is started, and valves. 86 and 8 opened, 
whereby water enters and drains away, the ad 

- justments being such as to maintain the original be anywhere in the range from 2 to 6, but for . 
fiber having a C. M. of below about 100, the 
density must be nearer the middle of the range. 
to assure the desired K-value of not over 25. 
. FIBER CLASSIFIER 

determined as it is herein defined and used, the 
apparatus is set forth in Figs., 4to. 8. , 
A base. 60 has uprights 6 supporting a table 

25 

In order that the coarseness modulus may be 

water level in the cylinder. Then a weighed 
sample of fiber, with known dry weight, for ex 
ample about 5 grams, is placed in the cylinder 
above the top piston, The fibers thus become 
separated according to size, as the machine is 
operated for 15 minutes. Then the water is 
drained from the cylinder, and the fibers on the 
plates or screens are collected, oven-dried, or 

30 
62, which table presents two upright guides 63 
and 64 for a sliding cross-head 66. The table 
also supports a vertical cylinder 6, of 55% inches 
inside diameter, open at the top 68 and capped 
at the bottom 69 where an outlet pipe is con 
nected. In the cylinder, a plunger Operates. It 
comprises a plunger rod in the form of a Water 
conduit 12, carrying three piston-heads 3, 
and 76 which provide-perforations for filtering. 
fiber. The plunger-pipe 72 has a telescopic War. 
ter-connection with a fixed water-pipe located 
at the top of the guides 63-64, and said fixed pipe 
connects by line 8 to a pressure controlled water 
supply line 79. A valve 8? and pressure gauge 82 
indicate the controls of the water supply to the 
plunger. Also a water-supply connection 83 with 
valve 84 leads to the lower capped end 69 of the 
cylinder, whereby the cylinder may be filled with 
water. A valve 86 in the cylinder drain-line 
controls the outflow in line 87 which discharges 
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dried in a steam press, and weighed, giving 4 
fractions for use in determining the coarseness . 
modulus. The difference passing screen 9 is 
merely recorded as the past 4th fraction. 

FRACTIONATED FIBER 
A mass of jack pine fiber A (see Table. WI) 

evaluating with suitable characteristics for a self 
felting fiber has been treated by a suitable process 
of dry fractionation whereby it is split into a 
coarse fraction C and a fine fraction F. Then 
the coarse fraction is again similarly divided pro 
ducing a coarse fraction CC and a fine fraction 

45 
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into a waste-funnel 89 over which is placed a 
fiber collecting screen 9 of 80 mesh (U. S. 
Standard 8019.) . . . . 
The cross-head 66 is balanced by counter 

weights 92 over pulleys 93, and the parts are so 
arranged that the cross-head may be raised to 
bring the plunger and its lower perforated head 

55 

6 outside of the cylinder 6: In normal. Opera 
tion the plunger rides in the cylinder in the 
position shown, with a stroke of 3 inches from a 
rotary drive operating at 65R. P. M. This drive 
comprises a motor 92, a gear box 93, and two 
crank pins 94. From the crankpins 94 there are 
connecting rods 96 to the cross-head 66, where 
a detachable union 97 is provided, for removal 
of the driving rods for raising the cross-head. 
The pistons T3, T4 and 16 have top areas of 4% 

inches diameter. In piston 13, this area has holes 
98 (Fig. 6) which are is inch in diameter and 
arranged at a uniform spacing of 100 per Sq. in 
In piston T4 (Fig. 7) there are holes 99 which are 
% inch in diameter and arranged at a uniforn 
spacing of 144 per sq. in. In piston 76 (Fig. 8) 
there is a wire screen 10 of 32 meshes per inch 

60. 

(35. 
ing K-value as related to the CM from the fibers 

75 

CF. These masses of fiber evaluate as follows: 
Table VI 

A. C F CO CF 
... Property Com- Coarse Fine Coarse Fine 

posite from Afrom Afrom C from C. 

Free-footage-F. F.------ 9.75 9.80, 9.45 9.22 9:00 
KE--------- 14. 150 33 110 115 
ME -- .328 .332 .338 .333 357 
Kr--- 47 34 42 23 36 
Mr.-- . .253 250 .256 .203 288 

Fraction No, A 
--------------------- 8.0, 38.2 2.8 3, 6 18 

2.-- 2.8 14.4 19.2 14.0 25.2 
3--- 27. 6, 20.2 35.0 - 16.0 33.2 
4--- --- 23.2 4.4 25,0 6.2 16, 2, 
4--------------------- 18, 4. 2.8 18.0 10.2 13.6 

Coarseness modulus- - ... 
OM-------------------- 188.8 250 163.8 294.6 205, 4 
value---------------- 227 . .222 224 - 241 232 

“In' or “Out' on prop 
erty shown, for self-felt 

(). In CM In ing fiber-...-- - - - - - - - - - - 

1 "In" but at limit on CM. 

When fibers are fractionated a different set of 
laws appears to hold with respest to the result 

and the density of the mat. 
The above table confirms the fact that high 

coarseness modulus produces high K, yet it shows 
that the presence of the coarser particles mixed 
with fines as in the composite is permitted. It 
shows also that with very little change in free 
footage or fluffiness, there may be wide variations 
in the particle size distribution, and in thermal 
efficiency in self-felted mats at 3.8 pounds per cu, 
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ft. It follows that no one property may be used 
as a direct indication of the thermal efficiency. 
These particular results show that any judgment 
evaluation of any one fiber on the basis of 
"fluffiness' (free-footage) is not a completely re 
liable indication of its utility as a thermal insulat 
ing fiber. 

ADHESIVELY Bound MAT 
The bulk fiber may be adhesively bound to 

form flexible insulating blankets of high thermal 
efficiency. Thus, rough green lack pine is re 
duced to fiber using a fire-retarding agent with 
the chips entering an Asplund machine, in ac 
cordance with the applications of Heritage and 
Walter, Serial No. 332,682, and Serial No. 332,683, 
both filed May 1, 1940. Thus, for 100 pounds of 
dry WOOd are used 8 pounds of ammonium sul 
fate and .08 pound of calcium carbonate. The 
machine is adjusted and operated to give fiber 
of the desired characteristics. The discharged 
fiber is exemplified by reference to one having 
the following characteristics: 

0. 

5 

20 

25 

30 

Free-footage----------------------------- 8.3 
Specific elasticity (KE)------------------- 97 
Absolute elasticity (Mrs)------------------ 400 
Specific felting (KF)--------------------- 34 
Absolute felting (MF)-------------------- 291 
K-value--------------------------------- 241. 
Impact resistance------------------------ 13.1 

(In board-feet per pound, or 3.88 in pounds per cu. ft.) 
Particle size distribution: 

1st fraction------------------------- 4.2. 
2nd fraction------------------------ 17.4 
3rd fraction ------------------------ 22.0 
4th fraction ------------------------ 28.4 
4 fraction ------------------------ 28.0 

Coarseness modulus--------------------- 141.4 
The discharged fiber has about 100 pounds of 

water per 100 pounds of dry wood, the mass being 
moist fibers, not felted. These may be felted 
moist by suitable process, but since aqueous 
binder is added to effect union of the felt, the 
fibers are partially dried so that the formed mat 
will not be too wet. They are dried to have 20 
to 30 parts of water per 100 parts of dry fiber 
Substance. 
The fibers are deposited from air suspension 

to form a mat, preferably by gravity showering 
the fibers onto a moving belt. As the fibers fall 
they pass through a fine spray of liquid binder, 
then on the screen they pile up into a loose felt. 
This is dried and the binder unites the fibers in 
the felt. 
The adhesive may be of many types. A liquid 

may have adhesive and other agents in it, for 
example a water-proofing size, and mould-proof 
ing agents, insecticides and the like. An aqueous 
starch solution at about 2.5% has been success 
fully used. Such a solution having also about 
.5% of other materials, such as wax in emulsion 
form, and insecticide. 
Such a mat made at 1 inch thickness, may 

have by weight about 120 to 140 parts of fiber, 
20 parts of starch, about 15 parts of fire-proofing 
agent, about 2 to 4 parts of wax, and about 6 to 8 
parts of preservative, per 1000 sq. ft. It has a 
K-value of about .235. Such a mat may be placed 
between paper liners, asphalted, plain, flat or 
creped, in varying combinations to provide flexi 
ble blanket insulation. 

SELF-FELTED MATs 
The mere compression of fiber to a mat pro 
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11 
duces felting, and such mats are hereinabove 
indicated as having been so made, where the 
K-value is given. It has been determined that 
frames with mats of the same density, packed 
either by machine, by hand, or by a pneumatic 
process as above referred to, have identical 
K-values, where the fiber is the same, and where 
the arrangement is heterogeneous, and the mat 
substantially uniform in density. 

It is of Course understood that some fibers 
within the scope of the present invention are so 
far from the border lines of efficiency that they 
are capable of dilution with other fibers without 
bringing the mixture outside of the bounds of 
the present invention. 
The foregoing description and explanation 

shows that the invention may be practiced in 
many ways differing from the specific illustra 
tions given, without departing from the spirit 
and Scope of the invention as expressed in the 
appended claims. 
I claim: 
1. Thermal insulation material comprising an 

aggregate mass of fibers the composition of which 
is essentially ignocellulose, said fibers being 
characterized by a coarseness modulus within the 
range from 60 to 250, and further characterized 
when dry and in substantially unfelted mass for 
mation by a free-footage not less than 6 board 
feet per pound; by a specific felting resistance 
within the range of 20 to 80 pounds per sq. ft. at 
a density corresponding to 3.15. board-feet per 
pound; and by a specific elasticity of not less than 
50 pounds per sq.ft. at a density corresponding 
to 3.15 board-feet per pound. 

2. A fiber mass according to claim 1 in which 
the fibers are derived from long-fibered wood, 
characterized by a coarseness modulus within the 
range from 30 to 250, 

3. A fiber mass according to claim 1 in which 
the fibers are derived from short-fibered wood, 
characterized by a coarseness modulus within the 
range from 60 to 160. 

4. Thermal insulation comprising felted fiber 
mat having fibers of lignocellulose material en 
tangled and bound together by the natural felt 
ing property of the fiber, said mathaving a density 
not in excess of 4 pounds of fiber per cu. ft., said 
fibers having the characteristics of the fiber of 
claim . 

5. Thermal insulation comprising felted fiber 
nat having fibers of lignocellulose material en 
tangled in felt formation and adhesively united, 
Said mat having a density not in excess of 4 
pounds of fiber per cu. ft., said fiber having the 
characteristics of the fiber of claim 1. 

6. Thermal insulation material comprising an 
aggregate mass of fibers the composition of which 
is essentially lignocellulose, said fibers having at 
the surface a small quantity of an added agent 
imparting water-resistance to the fibers, said 
agent being selected from the group consisting 
of bituminous asphalt and of solids of rubber 
latex, said fibers being characterized by a coarse 
ness modulus within the range from 60 to 250, 
and further characterized when dry and in sub 
stantially unfelted mass formation by a free 
footage not less than 6 board-feet per pound; by 
a specific felting resistance within the range of 
20 to 80 pounds per sq. ft. at a density correspond 
ing to 3.15 board-feet per pound; and by a specific 
elasticity of not less than 50 pounds pes sq. ft. 
at a sensity corresponding to 3.15 board-feet per 
pOld 

7. Thermal insulation material comprising an 
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aggregate mass of fibers the composition of which 
is essentially lignocellulose, said fibers having at 
the surface a small quantity of the solids of rub 
ber latex, said fibers being characterized by a 
coarseness modulus within the range from 60 to 
250, and further characterized when dry and in 
substantially unfelted mass formation by a free 
footage not less than 6 board-feet per pound; by 
a specific felting resistance within the range of 
20 to 80 pounds per sq. ft. at a density Corre 
sponding to 3.15 board-feet per pound; and by a 
specific elasticity of not less than 50 pounds per 
sq. ft. at a density corresponding to 3.15 board 
feet per pound. 

8. Thermal insulation material comprising an 

5 

O 

5 
pound. 

aggregate mass of fibers the composition of which 
is essentially ignocellulose, said fibers having at 
the surface a small quantity of bituminous 
asphalt, said fibers being characterized by a 
coarseness modulus within the range from 60 to 
250, and further characterized when dry and in 
substantially unfelted mass formation by a free 
footage not less than 6 board-feet per pound; by 
a specific felting resistance within the range of 
20 to 80 pounds per sq. ft. at a density correspond 
ing to 3.15 board-feet per pound; and by a specific 
elasticity of not less than 50 pounds per sq. ft. at a 
density corresponding to 3.15 board-feet per 

CLARK C. HERITAGE. 
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